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                                 By  Gary DeBock                Puyallup, WA, USA

Introduction   Beginning with some startling TP receptions on a humble SRF-59 last autumn, the 
sudden fascination in pocket radio DXing has swept through the AM-DX community in a major 
way, providing an exciting new niche hobby that is now firmly established and organized.  
Emphasizing DXer skill and knowledge over equipment innovation, the Ultralight radio 
phenomena has provided new excitement and challenges for both domestic and split-frequency 
DXers, and has even been credited with providing a serious boost to an AM-DX community in 
need of some positive trends..
     To satisfy the booming interest in Ultralight radios last winter, several equipment reviews were 
urgently written and posted, in the hope of providing accurate purchasing recommendations for the
top models.  The purely accidental collaboration with Colin Newell (and his offer of resources on 
dxer.ca) was essential in disseminating the early information on these innovative receivers, and the
combination of dxer.ca’s worldwide exposure and the glowing user reports on the Internet 
succeeded in spreading the Ultralight DXing phenomena far and wide.  Finally, John Bryant’s 
superb organizational talent provided essential direction and focus for a wildly enthusiastic but 
notoriously diverse group of pocket radio fanatics, ensuring the solid foundation that Ultralight 
Radio DXing now enjoys.   
     In contrast to those urgent winter equipment reports, however, knowledge and experience with 
Ultralight radios is now far more extensive.  Detailed information on alignments, quality control 
and even modifications is now available.  The marketplace has also changed significantly, with the
top-rated analog portable (the Sony SRF-39FP) no longer routinely available, and the top-rated 
digital portable (the Japanese-market Sony SRF-T615) having huge price increases, presumably 
because of a stampede in orders from North America. 

The Contestants   Five Ultralight models (four digital and one analog) will be thoroughly evaluated
in this Shootout, all of which are currently available for new (or routine NOS) purchase by 
enthusiasts.  These are the extremely compact Sony SRF-S84 and SRF-M97 models, the superbly 
capable Eton E100, and finally the recently introduced Sony SRF-M37W and Sangean DT-400W 
units.  Potential purchasers will not only be given extensive information on the relative 
performance capabilities of these Summertime Shootout contenders, but will also receive an 
exhaustive guide on how they compare against the top-rated Ultralight portables from previous 
Shootouts (the SRF-59, SRF-39FP, SRF-T615, SRF-M37V, DT-210V, and DT-200VX units).  As 
always, it is the reviewer’s sincere hope that this definitive guide to Ultralight Radio capabilities 
will motivate even more AM-DXers to accept the challenge (and share the rewards) of thrilling 
Ultralight Radio DXing.

Sony SRF-S84    Those analog DXers despondent over the 
recent unavailability of the SRF-39FP may wish to investigate 
the merits of the tiniest member of Sony’s overachieving 
CXA1129N-based team, the silver-colored SRF-S84. At 3” x 
1.4” x .7” (78 x 38 x 20 mm) and weighing 1.4 ounces (40 g), 
the SRF-S84 is roughly half the size of its analog  siblings, but 
certainly doesn’t skimp on performance. Typically coming out 
from China in a state of somewhat reduced AM sensitivity, 
once aligned, it becomes a fairly decent DX chaser with ability 
approaching that of the SRF-59 (even with only a 1.19” x .25” 
loopstick). As a bonus, its wideband (76-108 MHz) FM 
sensitivity and audio quality are superior to that of the SRF-59, 



with a “Mega-Bass” function that performs quite well. All is not perfect, however— the analog 
design lacks memories, digital readout, and a speaker, and the tiny tuning knob makes even the 
SRF-59 look good.  For an extremely compact FM stereo companion or casual AM-DX chaser, 
however, this model has a lot to offer.  It’s an absolute blast to use this tiny overachiever with 
external accessories like the Quantum Loop or Q-Stick, boosting AM performance up to a very 
competitive level. Using a single AAA battery reputed to last 52 hours (alkaline type) on AM, the 
model includes a pocket clip, stereo ear bud phones and a “trial” AAA battery (not alkaline).  The 
smart way to purchase the SRF-S84 is from the Hong Kong exporters on eBay (hkequipment and 
ecbuy_shop), which will only cost around $31.45 plus $5 shipping (the review model came this 
way within two weeks).  Contrast this with the Amazon.com price of $99.00 plus shipping, via 
Wall Street Photo.

Sony SRF-M97   Another extremely compact (and relatively 
unknown) silver-colored model but with a much higher price, 
the digital SRF-M97 has attracted the interest of many 
enthusiasts eager for high AM performance similar to that of 
the SRF-T615.  Very similar to the SRF-S84 in size and shape  
(3.25” x  1.4” x .7”,  or 85 x 37 x 17 mm) as well as weight (1.3
ounces, or 47 grams), this digital model has not only the 
“Mega-Bass” function, but has a unique “inverse LCD digital 
display”  featuring silver-colored digits on a black background, 
15 FM and 5 AM presets, auto shut-off selections of 30-60-90-
120 minutes, a jog dial to switch between AM and FM, a digital
clock, a Hold function, an FM sensitivity switch, and selectable
9 or 10 kHz AM tuning steps. Unfortunately, the user quickly 

discovers that this headphone-only model is hardly another SRF-T615—AM coverage stops at 
1610 kHz, and the unit apparently lacks the T615’s innovative AM RF circuitry.  The digital 
features notwithstanding, neither the AM or FM performance is especially remarkable, leaving the 
user to conclude that Sony’s design objective was simply to create a cool-looking, ultra-compact 
portable for consumers primarily interested in local AM and FM reception.  At  $63.49 plus $5 
shipping (from eBay vendor hkequipment), the price may seem a little steep for such modest 
performance,  at least until you compare it to Amazon’s outrageous $158.33 plus shipping (via 
Wall Street Photo).  It includes a pocket clip, stereo ear bud phones and a “trial” AAA battery (the 
alkaline type is reputed to last 65 hours on AM).  Serious Ultralight AM-DXers are unlikely to be 
thrilled with this model, and may wish to check out the next unit, a true classic.

Eton E100   Just missing the January 2008 Shootout because of
questions about its Ultralight definition status as a “consumer 
radio,” the Eton E100 was ultimately approved as an official 
model, no doubt the most DX-capable pocket radio ever to be 
so honored.  A heavyweight in both size (7.4 ounces, or 180 
grams) and performance, this gray-colored model with a 
“modern rubberized finish” seems uniquely designed for 
DXers, who have found it to be ideal as a modified Unlimited 
Class performer.  At 4.9” x 3” x 1.2” (120 x 78 x 25 mm), the 

stock model features AM coverage from 520-1710 kHz, with selectable 9 or 10 kHz steps (and 1 
kHz tuning ability), as well as SW coverage from 1,711-29,995 kHz.  The 87-108 MHz FM 
section is also quite competitive for DXing, using the whip antenna for surprising fringe reception. 
AM-DXers can choose manual, direct entry or auto-scan tuning, with no fewer than 200 memories 
available for AM (or FM and SW, if desired). There is a digital clock with an alarm function, 



featuring simultaneous display alongside the frequency readout (unique among Ultralights, and 
useful for DXers).  A five-step bar display shows relative signal strength, which although not 
calibrated, is better than nothing. The LCD display lights up with any user-inputted changes and 
the light can be continually used if desired (to the detriment of the batteries).  A programmable 
sleep timer (10-90 minutes) is included, along with a thick owner’s manual, a wrist strap, stereo 
earphones, two AA batteries and a protective pouch.  Although recently discontinued by Eton, the 
E100 is still routinely available for NOS purchase from many sources, the least expensive being a 
current Durham Radio/dxer.ca promotion at $44.97 plus $12.95 shipping (to the U.S.)  Interested 
hobbyists are advised to secure their new E100 model without delay!  
E100 Quirks   So how does the stock E100 perform in the real DX world?  Well, there are several 
quirks that the user should be aware of, before expecting maximum performance.  The AM 
sensitivity can be markedly improved simply by placing the whip antenna in a vertical position, 
away from the loopstick.  Many E100’s have a tuning quirk, making them receive 1 kHz above the
displayed frequency (dial in 529 if you wish to receive 530 kHz).  The E100’s stock (3.4” x .25” 
x .16”) loopstick skimps on ferrite, making the low-band sensitivity disappointing compared to 
high-band (even after alignment).  Having actually used a modified E100 on a dark ocean beach, 
the reviewer has found the memory selection system to be ergonomically awkward, with the need 
to press two extremely small buttons to access any memory. A thoroughly redesigned “new 
model” E100 has also been identified by enthusiasts, with serial numbers of  E10-0709xxxxxx.  
These units have inferior AM performance, and should be avoided if possible.
E100 Modifications  The E100’s 455 kHz IF, simple two-lead loopstick and 1 kHz tuning ability 
have proven to be a boon for DXers seeking greatly improved sensitivity and selectivity.  These 
efforts involve either adding an extra loop on the stock loopstick to inductively couple an external 
antenna, or replacing the stock loopstick entirely with a far more sensitive sliding-coil model.  
Replacing the IF filter with a premium Murata ceramic type also provides a huge selectivity boost. 
The cumulative effect is to transform the modest E100 into an astonishingly effective 9 kHz-split 
DX chaser, or domestic DX machine and IBOC dodger..

Sony SRF-M37W   This familiar-looking unit is the first of two
new models dropping  coverage of soon-to be-obsolete analog 
TV audio signals. Unfortunately, in the case of this model, the 
only “new” addition seems to be a “W” after the SRF-M37 
designation, replacing the “V.”  In contrast to Sangean’s 
dramatic RF improvements to the AM section of the DT-
400W, Sony apparently has nothing new to offer in this “new” 
SRF-M37W. Specifications and performance are identical to 
the SRF-M37V, minus the TV audio coverage.  The 
notoriously awful IF filter is retained, allowing 
locals to spread out as much as 100 kHz either way from their 

frequency. This is really unfortunate, because other than this major issue, the model has fairly 
good DX potential—and has been used in Newfoundland to log more DX countries than any other 
Ultralight radio.
     This digital Weather/AM/FM-Stereo headphone-only model comes in an attractive black case 
with silver dial trim, and measures 3.4” x 2.5” x 1.3” (83 x 63 x 22 mm). Weight is 3.3 ounces (94 
g). The controls are rubber-coated, and ergonomically sensible.  It has a clock, 20 memory presets 
(5 for the AM band), 530-1710 kHz coverage tunable in 9 or 10 kHz steps, 87.5- 108 MHz FM 
coverage with average sensitivity, selectivity and audio quality, and the ability to tune weather 
channels 1-7.  It includes stereo headphones and a belt clip, and uses a single AAA battery (not 
included) reputed to run 54 hours on AM   Retailing for $29.99 plus shipping from Amazon via 
Ace Photo Digital, urban and suburban DXers are unlikely to be enthused with this model.



Sangean DT-400W   The most pleasant surprise of this 
Summertime Shootout is the complete redesign of this new 
model’s AM RF circuitry, creating an AM design with 
exceptional wide-band sensitivity.  Improving significantly 
upon the DT-200VX and its reputation for having good AM
sensitivity only on either high or low band frequencies, this 
new model can equal the performance of the SRF-T615 on low
band, and the E100 on high band--  making it the most 
sensitive Ultralight radio currently available.  In addition, this 
outstanding AM sensitivity appears to be typical for factory 
alignments, based on the performance of three test units 
ordered by this skeptical reviewer.  As a bonus, FM 
performance is also excellent, with superb sensitivity and audio
quality (equivalent to that of the DT-200VX).

        The DT-400W’s yellow cabinet measures 4.1” x 2.4” x .8” (105 x 63 x
22 mm) and weight is 3.8 ox (108 g). Dropping the analog TV audio coverage of the DT-200VX, 
the model is a Weather/AM/FM-stereo unit with a built-in speaker, a digital LCD display with a 
battery indicator, 90 minute auto shut-off function, 19 programmable memories (all usable on AM,
if desired), 9 kHz or 10 kHz AM tuning steps, a scanning function, a built-in clock, a Deep Bass 
Boost audio option, FM stereo/mono/speaker selection, a “Weather Alert” function, and a Lock 
control.  AM coverage (520-1710) is exceptionally free from urban RF issues—along with the 
E100, being one of the two most crunch-resistant Ultralight models ever tested.  FM coverage 
(87.5- 108 MHz) offers casual FM DXers lots of chances to make surprising catches when 
conditions allow, and Weather Band coverage (channels 1-7) is also commendable, clearly 
superior to that of the “new” SRF-M37W.  Currently offered at $55.98 with free shipping 
(Amazon.com), the unit includes stereo head phones, a trailing antenna, and a belt clip.  Two AA 
batteries are reputed to last over 40 hours, a claimed improvement over the DT-200VX run time. 
     Like the E100, the DT-400W has a little “quirk” which affects AM sensitivity and nulling 
ability.  Like the DT-200VX, the 2.16” x .3” loopstick is buried at the bottom of the cabinet, 
usually surrounded by the user’s fingers. This was Sangean’s attempt to place the antenna as far as 
possible away from the noisy digital circuitry, and they were quite successful in that objective.  
However, a user can usually obtain slightly better AM sensitivity and nulling ability simply by 
inverting the radio, and grasping the top of the cabinet instead of the bottom.

Preparation For Live-Signal Shootout  All five review units had AM alignments attempted, and in 
the cases of the SRF-S84, SRF-M37W, and E100, the alignments were successful in peaking both 
low and high band sensitivity.  The DT-400W, a subject of intense interest here, was peaked only 
on low band, due to the inaccessibility of the 1400 kHz trimmer in the operating configuration.  
However, factory alignment was excellent on low band, and apparently also on high band, judging 
from the outstanding sensitivity in all three review units.  The compact SRF-M97 obviously has a 
unique protocol for disassembly, and lacking the necessary Sony service manual, alignment was 
not attempted by the reviewer. The unit therefore was tested in its inadequate factory-aligned state.

Shootout Day Arrives   The five newly reviewed contestants assembled on a hot, oppressive day at
12:00 Noon on August 16, 2008, optimistic despite the degraded Puget Sound conditions typical of
summer.  They not only would fight it out between themselves, but also face the “surviving” 
models from previous Shootouts (the SRF-59, SRF-39FP, SRF-T615,  DT-210V, and DT-200VX).
The SRF-M37V, discovered to be an identical twin of the SRF-M37W, will be referred to as the 
“SRF-M37V/W” in all competitive grading.  Note also that in the case of the E100, all testing was 



performed with the whip antenna in a vertical position, and in the case of the DT-200VX and DT-
400W, all testing was performed by grasping the upper cabinet, away from the loopstick.

2008 Ultralight AM Radio Summertime Shootout-- Live Signal Competition--  August 16, 2008 

SENSITIVITY:  (worst is 0, best is 5;  final grade for model is listed after model)

Radio                             KPOJ-620                        KWDB-1110                    KDZR-1640

SRF-S84 (B)                 weak mumbling (2)          weak mumbling (2)          weak mumbling (2)
SRF-M97 (D)                no reception (0)               carrier, 1090 slop (1)        (cannot tune)
E100 (A-)                      weak mumbling (2)         steady weak audio (3)       steady weak audio (3)
SRF-M37V/W (B)        weak mumbling (2)         carrier, 1090 slop (1)        1450 slop (0)
DT-400W (A)               steady weak audio (3)      steady weak audio (3)       steady weak audio (3)
SRF-59 (B)                   weak mumbling (2)          weak mumbling (2)          weak mumbling (2)
SRF-39FP (B+)            weak mumbling (2)          steady weak audio (3)       weak mumbling (2)
SRF-T615 (A-)             steady weak audio (3)      steady weak audio (3)      weak mumbling (2)
DT-210V (B)                weak mumbling (2)          weak mumbling (2)          weak mumbling (2)
DT-200VX (B)             weak mumbling (2)          weak mumbling (2)          weak mumbling (2)

SENSITIVITY SUMMARY:   The top performer is the new DT-400W, with unparalleled wide-
band sensitivity.  The E100 can match it on the top band, and the SRF-T615 can match it on the 
low band, but neither can match the DT-400W across the entire band.  The SRF-39FP has a slight 
advantage over the remaining units across the band, due to a lower noise level.  The other units 
generally have average sensitivity, with the SRF-S84 showing exceptional performance for its size.
The SRF-M97 is hopelessly outclassed, and absurdly overpriced in view of its poor AM reception.

SELECTIVITY   (worst is 0, best is 5;   final grade for model is listed after model)

Radio                           CHMJ-730                      KWDB-1110                     KELA-1470

SRF-S84 (A-)              slight KIRO slop (3)       almost no KPTK slop (4)  almost no KSUH slop (4)
SRF-M97 (C-)             all KIRO slop (0)            heavy KPTK slop (2)       almost all KSUH slop (1)
E-100 (A)                    slight KIRO slop (3)       no KPTK slop (5)             no KSUH slop (5)
SFR-M37V/W (F)       all KIRO slop (0)           all KPTK slop (0)              all KSUH slop (0)
DT-400W (B)              slight KIRO slop (3)      slight KPTK slop (3)         almost no KSUH slop (4)
SRF-59 (A-)                slight KIRO slop (3)      almost no KPTK slop (4)   almost no KSUH slop (4)
SRF-39FP (A-)            slight KIRO slop (3)      almost no KPTK slop (4)   almost no KSUH slop (4)
SRF-T615 (B-)            slight KIRO slop (3)      slight KPTK slop (3)          slight KSUH slop (3)
DT-210V (B+)             slight KIRO slop (3)     almost no KPTK slop (4)   almost no KSUH slop (4)
DT-200VX (B)            slight KIRO slop (3)      slight KPTK slop (3)         almost no KSUH slop (4)

SELECTIVITY SUMMARY:    The E100 clearly has superior selectivity to all other units.  The 
Sony analog units (including the tiny SRF-S84) provide superior selectivity to the remaining 
contestants, while the DT-210V has a slight edge over the other Sangean units.  The SRF-M97 has a 
major selectivity issue, while the SRF-M37V/W’s problem continues to be an absolute catastrophe.



NULLING ABILITY:   (final grade and comment)

SRF-S84 (A)           Excellent, near legendary performance
SRF-M97 (A-)         Irrelevant strong point of a mediocre model lacking in sensitivity and selectivity
E100 (B)                  Good, and outstanding selectivity increases practical use
SRF-M37V/W (B)   Good, but terrible selectivity limits practical use
DT-400W (B)          Good, and excellent sensitivity increases practical use
SRF-59 (A)              Excellent, near legendary performance
SRF-39FP (A)         Excellent, near legendary performance
SRF-T615 (A)         Excellent, unique among digital models
DT-210V (B)          Good, and decent sensitivity increases practical use
DT-200VX (B)       Good, and decent sensitivity increases practical use

IMAGES, SPURS and MAJOR SELECTIVITY DEFECTS   (final grade after model)

SRF-S84 (A-)          Insignificant spurious whistle on 730
SRF-M97 (B)          KSUH-1450 image on 550 (weak); KSUH-1450 received from 1420-1480
Eton E100 (A)         KSUH-1450 image on 540 (moderate)
SRF-M37V/W (F)   KSUH-1450 image on 550 (strong); spurious mix of KSUH-1450 and 
                                      KZIZ-1560 on 1610 (strong);  KKOL-1300 received from 1280-1340;
                                      KSUH-1450 received from 1410-1640
DT-400W (A)          Insignificant KSUH-1450 image on 550 (extremely weak)
SRF-59 (A-)            Insignificant spurious whistle on 730
SRF-39FP (A-)        Insignificant spurious whistle on 730
SRF-T615 (C)          KSUH-1450 image on 550 (moderate);  Puyallup TIS-1580 spur on 1600
                                      (moderate);  KZIZ-1560 spur on 1420;  KSUH-1450 received from
                                      1430-1510
DT-210V (B)           KSUH-1450 image on 550 (weak);  insignificant spurious whistle on 750 
DT-200VX (A-)       Insignificant spurious whistle on 750

AGC   (final grade and comment)

SRF-S84 (B)            Will not irritate the ears of searching DXers
SRF-M97 (A-)          Excellent AGC, but poor reception limits value
E100 (B+)                Very good performance, but minor issues with IBOC hiss and local slop
SRF-M37V/W (B+) Very good performance, except for IBOC hiss
DT-400W (A-)         Excellent AGC except for minor IBOC hiss issue
SRF-59 (B)              Will not irritate the ears of searching DXers
SRF-39FP (B)          Will not irritate the ears of searching DXers
SRF-T615 (A)          The best in AGC performance among these contestants
DT-210V (B)           Will not irritate the ears of searching DXers
DT-200VX (A-)       Excellent AGC except for minor IBOC hiss issue

AUDIO QUALITY   (final grade and comment)

SRF-S84 (A)             Best of the analog models with Mega-Bass function
SRF-M97 (B)            Mega-Bass function cannot overcome emphasis on high frequencies
E100 (B)                    Emphasis on high frequencies OK for DXers, but not for FM stereo music fans
SRF-M37V/W (A)     Excellent audio with great attention to fidelity



DT-400W (A)            Excellent audio with great attention to fidelity;  DBB function augments range
SRF-59 (B+)              Pleasing audio with emphasis on high frequencies
SRF-39FP (A-)          Mellow audio with balanced highs and lows
SRF-T615 (A)            Excellent audio with great attention to fidelity
DT-210V (A)             Excellent audio with great attention to fidelity;  DBB function augments range
DT-200VX (A)          Excellent audio with great attention to fidelity;  DBB function augments range

DIGITAL TUNING NOISE   (final grade and comment)

SRF-M97 (B)             Function beep, one second delay
E100 (A-)                   No tuning noise or delay, but two second delay and PLL chirp when turned on
SRF-M37V/W (A-)    Function beep, no delay
DT-400W (A)            No noise, no delay
SRF-T615 (A)            No noise, no delay
DT-210V (B)             No noise, one second delay
DT-200VX (A)          No noise, no delay

QUALITY CONTROL RECORD   (final grade and comment)

SRF-S84 (B)              Own unit gained significant improvement in sensitivity with AM alignment
SRF-M97 (B)             Factory alignment provided unacceptable AM sensitivity (congenital defect?)
E100 (B)                    Based on alignment of five units,  all had significant low-band sensitivity gain
SRF-M37V/W (A)     Based on reports of ten units, all had great initial performance (with congenital
                                         selectivity defect)
DT-400W (A)            Based on three review units, all had great initial performance and sensitivity
SRF-59 (B)                Based on alignment of 55 units, 39 gained major improvement in sensitivity
                                         with AM alignment, 13 gained minor improvement
SRF-39FP (A-)          Based on alignment of 17 units, 3 gained major improvement in sensitivity;
                                         7 gained minor improvement
SRF-T615 (A)           Based on reports of 7 units, all had great initial performance
DT-210V (B-)            Own unit required AM alignment for optimum performance; first received 
                                         unit was defective and not repairable;  reports of other QC issues
DT200VX (A-)          Based on reports of 12 units, all had great initial performance, but AM 
                                          alignment typically improves sensitivity on high or low band (not both)

Summertime Summary   The new DT-400W model’s superior wide-band AM sensitivity gives it a 
slight edge over the SRF-T615 and E100 models in general AM DXing, although the E100’s 
supreme selectivity and 1 kHz tuning ability would be preferable for split-frequency DXers and, 
domestically, to dodge IBOC hash. The DT-400W is a real breakthrough in value, providing wide-
band sensitivity superior to that of the SRF-T615 at half the price.  But the E100 is also a supreme 
value, providing far superior capability for modification as an Unlimited Class performer.  The 
choice of these two units would primarily depend upon the objectives of the DXer-- stock or 
modified.  Either model provides outstanding capability for general DXing, although in stock form, 
the DT-400W would have a decided sensitivity edge on the lower frequencies.  The E100’s future 
availability is uncertain, making it imperative that interested enthusiasts secure their NOS unit 
without delay, and be careful to buy the older “real E100’s” with serial numbers below E10-
07090xxxx.     
     The SRF-T615 is no longer the top-rated digital model in sensitivity, although it continues to 
provide outstanding performance for its compact size.  Its moderate urban RF issues are completely 



absent in both the E100 and DT-400W units, however, making these units far preferable for urban 
DXers (at half the cost).  The DT-400W, especially, has greatly reduced the allure of the SRF-T615.
     The DT-200VX remains a competitive unit for urban DXers, although it lacks the newly designed
RF board of the DT-400W, which provides improved wide-band sensitivity.  As a result, the DT-
200VX usually drops off in sensitivity on either high or low band, despite full alignment.  It is also 
uncertain whether Sangean will continue to offer this model after the new DT-400W introduction.
     The DT-210V is generally an excellent model, but has serious QC issues.  DXers fortunate 
enough to secure a “good” model can enjoy some very competitive performance, although the top-
rated digital models (E100 and DT-400W) provide both superior performance and quality control.
     The “new” SRF-M37W (and its SRF-M37V predecessor) have many desirable qualities, with fine
sensitivity, AGC, audio and QC record…but in their stock form, suffer greatly from horrendous 
selectivity.  They also have serious urban RF issues absent in other competing Ultralight models.
     As for the final new digital contestant, the greatly overpriced SRF-M97, its unique “inverse 
LCD” digital display is useless without effective RF circuitry.  Serious AM-DXers will deeply regret
purchasing this Gobbler from the Far East, with its 1610 kHz upper limit and equally poor AM and 
FM performance.  If you only wish to receive your locals, fine…  otherwise save your $158.33 
(Amazon).
     The Sony analog models have always offered a different form of exciting Ultralight DXing, and 
the very tiny SRF-S84 provides the ultimate in performance for its size.  When aligned by a caring 
technician  (like the reviewer), this extremely compact overachiever can humble most digital models
in selectivity and nulling ability, and provide DX performance approaching that of the SRF-59 (with 
superior FM sensitivity and audio quality).  The SRF-S84 has been a very pleasant surprise during 
this Shootout, and this analog-loving reviewer can’t wait to chase TP’s with it.
     Of course, analog DXing requires a special commitment, and isn’t for everybody.  The SRF-39FP
remains the model of choice for serious analog DXers, although it is no longer routinely available 
for NOS purchase.  The SRF-59, by comparison, has ergonomic limitations and QC issues, but as the
model that started the entire Ultralight DXing boom, perhaps has compensating historical value :>)

Conclusion    The Summertime Shootout provides you with an accurate, definitive purchasing guide 
for all the top-rated Ultralight radio models, giving the latest information on new and existing units.  
A new fall season is approaching, and exciting new DX opportunities await us all!  If you have never
experienced the unique thrill of receiving rare DX on a pocket radio, it is the reviewer’s sincere wish
that you will “take the plunge” by purchasing one of these inexpensive little wonders, and join our 
fast-growing group in the legendary excitement and satisfaction of Ultralight Radio DXing.

                                                                                             73 and Best Wishes to All,
                                                                              
                                                                                             Gary DeBock 

      
(The reviewer wishes to express sincere gratitude to John Bryant for his assistance in preparing this 
report, and to Colin Newell for his constant and generous support of the Ultralight Radio DX group.)
                                          . 


